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of roots and arches. In the shadows of these roots was a
possible gruesome explanation for the feasting. Bleached
bones lay scattered about, and as our eyes grew accustomed
to the darkness, we could see the empty sockets and sardonic
grin of human skulls. Smooth, and grey, they lay about in
various stages of preservation, some still with teeth intact,
and surrounded by arm and leg bones. In places the roots
and branches had grown around the human bones and skulls
—the latter deeply embedded in the flesh of the tree.
'There were hundreds of these when I came,' explained
M. Calimbre, cbut the Javanese boys kicked them about, and
threw them away. Not the natives though. They won't
have anything to do with them.'
This macabre display, coupled with the plentiful evidence
of feasting, prompted me to ask Emile if the bones were
relics of cannibalistic feasts, but in a rare burst of English
he replied:
'No. No killem and eatem. They jus' get sick. People
take 'em to ole man banyan tree an5 leavem there. They
jus' die. Puttem in tree lookin' t'wards sea, then no debbil
fella' he come an' gettem.' At the time I thought Emile was
only defending the honour of his Melanesian compatriots,
for most natives are very loth to admit that their ancestors
indulged in. cannibalism. Later, ho*Wever, in one of the
earliest books -written on New Caledonia I found confirma-
tion of Emile's explanation.
Elysse de la Hautiere describes in his book Souvenirs de
la Nouvelle Caledonie (1869), something of the funeral
customs of the New Caledonians. 'The funerals of the New
Caledonians vary according to districts... but the majority
of the tribes has a forest near the village or—if there is
no forest—a dense thicket, where the bodies are exposed,
sometimes in the branches of trees, sometimes standing
up ; their backs leaning against the trunk. There is nothing
more strange and at the same time more ghastly than the
aspect of these burial places, where the stillness of death is
disturbed only by the lonely cries of birds of prey quarrelling
over the flesh of the latest arrival. Here the remains of a

